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It was on the Idaho side of the 
Tetons that a young man found 
his love for the outdoors. Bryce 
Thatcher knew early on that he 
wanted to build a life immersed 
in the trails and mountains. Bryce 
would charge through the Tetons 
with his lifeline (his backpack) 
and would run with the straps in 
hand to keep it securely against 
his back and pushed as long and 
as hard as possible until he felt 
like he was going to collapse, 
at which point he would stop 
to drink. He would guzzle an 
entire bottle of water or apple 
juice which would slosh in his 
stomach and ultimately slow 
him down. For someone who 
deeply enjoyed moving quickly 
through the mountains, this was 
counter-intuitive. From this, an 
idea was born, what if he could 
access his fluids without ever 
taking the backpack off? What if 
there was a way to comfortably 
carry equipment without chafing 
or having the backpack bounce 
all over.  These would be the 
thoughts that revolutionized 
the efficiency and performance 
of endurance athletes to this 
present day.
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ErgoFit

ErgoFit Waist

Handhelds

Astral 4.0
UA124 - 5427 59931

Alpha 5.0
UA132BU - 5426 59421

550 Race Handheld
UA097 - 059 5981

Essential Bottle Pack
UA202 - 5781 5943

Spry 3.0
UA120 - 5963 5996

Iso Pocket 3.0
UA089 - 5941 5992

Synaptic 2.0
UA204 - 5233 5995

Bryce XT
UA128BK - 5477 59451

Summit XT
UA130BK - 5995 59911

Speedgoat 3.0
UA205 - 5964 5998

Plexus
UA080 - 5943 5996

Element
UA082 - 9461 5923

Neon
UA125 - 0591 5953

Basham
UA122 - 5944 5998

F250 2.0 Handheld
UA088 - 5401 5991

Fitted Race Belt 2.0
UA081 - 9461 5923

Epic XT 2.0
UA127BK - 59501 59991

Iso Versa 2.0
UA099 - 6431 5942

Momentum 2.0
UA123 - 5954 5998

Lumen 50S
UA521 - 599 5991

Lumen Clip 180
UA522 - 5941 5992

Legacy 2.0
UA126 - 5945 59901

Nucleus
UA131BU - 5924 5948

Zygos 5.0
UA133 - 5429 59481

3D Lighting

Lumen 600 3.0 Waist Light
UA525 - 5997 59951

Lumen 200 Waist Light
UA523 - 5213 5995

Lumen 800 Multisport
UA527 - 5999 59991

Lumen 800 Ultra 2.0
UA538BK - 59501 59991

Lumen 400z Waist Light
UA524 - 5995 59911

Lumen 300 Sidekick
UA537 - 5991 5993

Accessories

Bottles

Small Push Pull Cap
UA01CAP - 001 002

18650 Battery
UA530 - 546 5921

Lumen Ally
UA536 - 5951 5992

Human 20 2.0
UA806 - 005 0001

Formula 250
UA098 - 597 5951

1L Reservoir 2.0
UA035 - 5991 5963

300 mL Softflask w/ Bite Cap
UA032 - 5701 5991

500 mL Softflask
w/ Straw & Bite Valve
UA034 - 5921 5942

Mag Clip
UA031BK - 522 005

Charger
UA529 - 5421 5942

C2 Cup
UA025 - 004 008

Ultraflask 550 Hybrid Bottle
UA809 - 057 9941

2L Reservoir 2.0
UA036 - 5912 5993

500 mL Softflask w/ Bite Cap
UA033 - 5211 5912

XT Bottle
UA810 - 596 5931
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The patented Ergo X Harness is an over the head securing strap system 
designed to allow sensitive soft tissue areas to be non-restricted during the 
natural running motion. Incorporating all aspects of our ErgoFIt technology, 
the shoulder straps are designed with slope to allow the pack to sit deeper on 
the back and prevent rubbing on the neck and shoulder muscles. By design 
this harness system has an incredibly small footprint, this positioning allows 
for significantly less heat generated by the body thus conserving energy 
when it’s needed most. The strap crossover in the front allows for freedom in 
the chest with zero restrictions and helps to place pack capacity in the body’s 
natural load bearing areas.
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The human body shape is complex with intricate detail and function. The same 
attention to detail is present in the design of our packs to enable precise movement, 
contact, and weight distribution which ensures that there is never any inhibition to the 
biomechanics of the human body.

Human shoulders aren’t straight, so a pack’s shoulder 
straps shouldn’t be either. Longer straps allow the back 
portion to sit deeper on the neck to prevent any rubbing. 
This addition in length helps to create slope as the straps 
come over the top of the shoulders and around the neck 
following the natural curve of the body. The harness then 
follows an S curve around the arms and chest area to 
avoid any hindrance to the running motion.

The harness construction also helps to keep the pack 
balanced at any capacity to ensure the same high quality 
fit empty or fully loaded. In regards to balance, the load 
is positioned lower on the back closer to the body’s 
center of gravity, the hips. This placement helps to stop 
unnecessary energy expenditure during the long haul.

Shoulder Straps

The ErgoFit Difference

Traditional Vest Shape

The Perfect Fit Starts with the Design

UltrAspire ErgoFit Design

Weight Distribution

Traditional 
Shoulder Strap

ErgoFit 
Shoulder Strap

1. Reduce Neck and 
Shoulder Fatigue

2. Freedom of Arm 
Movement
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Neon
The Neon Reflective Vest is an extremely minimalist piece that accommodates 
capacity for the essentials, comfort for any distance, and brilliant 360° reflectivity. 
Our ErgoFit design gives this vest a small footprint and a natural to-the-body feel. A 
front pocket allows you to carry any size cell phone or a water bottle. The inside of 
the pocket also contains a key clip. Soft perimeter binding keeps contact with the skin 
comfortable during long runs. Reflective details are strategically placed on all sides of 
the vest for high reflectivity from any direction. In addition to passive lighting, this vest 
has an attachment on the front that is compatible with the Lumen Clip 180 to create 
more visibility or to light the terrain ahead of you. One size fits most. 

UA125 - 0591 5953

Technologies: ErgoFit™, Ergo X Harness™, Durable and Lightweight Fabrics™, UltrAcool 
System™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 31 c.i. (0.5 L)

Universal2.8 oz (79 g)

Black/Lime

patent no. D899,028 S
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Nucleus
The Nucleus is a new addition to the vest lineup and features our Ergo X Harness, 
which is a patented harness system defined by its distinct shape and fit. The Ergo X 
Harness keeps the weight and pressure points off of the soft tissue areas resulting in 
better blood flow and cooling. The front pocket is double layered for added capacity. 
The back compartment is layered with sweat proof fabrics to keep contents safe 
from moisture and sweat. One side features an on-the-go accessible magnetic 
pocket for items you wish to keep more secure. The bottom of this compartment has 
been reinforced with a dual layer of nylon at the stress point for durability. This pack 
features the UltrAcool Light Mesh for added durability and breathability. The Nucleus 
utilizes the Max02 Waist closure system which provides an incredible fit with easy 
adjustment, but also allows for an uninterrupted natural breathing pattern. This vest 
includes our UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle. One size fits most.

UA131BU - 5924 5948

Technologies: ErgoFit™, Ergo X Harness™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, Durable 
and Lightweight Fabrics™, Max02 System™, UltrAcool System™, Max02 Waist™

Total Volume:Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors:

305 c.i. (5 L)550 mL UltraFlask

Universal

7.2 oz (204 g) with bottle, 4.8 oz (136 g) without bottle

Ice Blue

patent no. D899,028 S
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Spry 3.0
 The Spry 3.0 is a minimalist race vest that can be utilized 
in a variety of settings and skill levels. The updates to the 
award winning Spry series improve functionality, comfort, 
and durability. The back panel now has a sweat proof 
liner under polyester mesh to keep the contents in the 
main compartment dry but still breathable during longer 
adventures. A new zippered sweat proof pocket has been 
included alongside the main compartment for items you 
want secure and dry. The main compartment is a 4-way 
stretch mesh designed to expand or compress to the 
load and is designed to carry a 1 liter bladder. A magnetic 
closure on the main compartment keeps contents secure 
and provides quick accessibility.  The harness features 
6 pockets that are accessible on the go making the Spry 
3.0 perfect for a variety of adventures. The front hydration 
pockets will comfortably carry any of our bottles and 
each side has an elastic strap to hold bottle straws in 
place. The back panel includes a shock cord to carry 
extra clothing if needed. The UltrAcool light mesh on the 
shoulders and harness of the Spry 3.0 makes this pack 
very durable and light weight. One size fits most. 

UA120 - 5963 5996

Technologies: ErgoFit™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Durable and Lightweight Fabrics™, Distributed 
Weight™, Max02 System™, UltrAcool System™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 214 c.i. (3.5 L)

Universal6.4 oz (181 g)

Blue/Lime 

Technologies: ErgoFit™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, UltrAcool System™, MaxO2 
System™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 610 c.i. (10 L)

Universal11.2 oz (318 g)

Pitch Black 

Legacy 2.0
The Legacy 2.0 10 liter race vest is a long distance mid-capacity pack that can meet 
entry level through championship needs. This vest comes equipped with the new 
MaxO2 Waist system. This technology gives you the flexibility of a one size fits 
most pack with the fit of a sized vest. The UltrAcool Light mesh is breathable and 
lightweight but incredibly durable to support full capacity endeavors. Like all of our 
race vests, the ErgoFit design ensures the least amount of body contact and zero 
hindrance during the arm swing motion for comfort over the long haul. The main 
stress point has been reinforced with a double layer 70D fabric for durability. The 
Legacy 2.0 has 6 pockets which are accessible on the go and capacity to carry up to 
a 2L reservoir. If you prefer bottles, two of the upfront pockets will carry any of our 
softflasks or our UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle. Side pockets in the back also allow for 
more hydration should the scenario require it. One size fits most.

UA126 - 5945 59901
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Technologies: HerFit Harness™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, UltrAcool System™, 
MaxO2 System™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors:

427 c.i. (9 L)1 x 2 L Reservoir

Universal

13.6 oz (386 g) with reservoir, 8.8 oz (249 g) without reservoir

Mint Chip 

Astral 4.0
The Astral 4.0 is the newest iteration of our female 
specific vest which features our patented HerFit Harness. 
The HerFit Harness is a securing strap system designed 
specifically to fit women. The straps allow for chest, heart, 
and lungs to be free with no restriction to the open air. This 
pack’s minimized contact ensures that you will not chafe. 
The Astral 4.0 has been upgraded with our UltrAcool Light 
Mesh which provides a very breathable and lightweight 
feel and increases pack durability. It has been lined with 
a soft perimeter binding to ensure any contact with the 
body is comfortable over the long haul. A new shoulder 
pocket capable of carrying any size cell phone has been 
added. A sweat-proof pocket has also been added for 
those items you want to keep dry. For an even better fit, 
the Astral 4.0 features a MaxO2 System side compression 
adjustment which helps stabilize the pack empty or fully 
loaded and provides a more fitted feel with less heat 
retention. The main compartment of this vest now features 
an expandable mesh which has increased the capacity to 9 
liters for the endeavors that require more gear and can be 
secured down with string compression keeping the pack 
stable.  2 liter reservoir included.

UA124 - 5427 59931

The HerFit Harness is a securing strap system designed specifically to 
fit women. The straps allow for chest, heart, and lungs to be free with no 
restriction to the open air. Designed for a no-chafe, no-hindrance fit, the 
HerFit Harness provides long term comfort and allows for the ability to 
perform at the highest level while having your essentials directly at your 
fingertips when you need them.

ANGLED SHOULDER STRAPS
reduce neck and shoulder fatigue.

LOW CENTER OF GRAVITY
increases pack stability.

HERFIT SHOULDER STRAPS
designed for the female body.

What’s New in Version 4.0
MaxO2 System side compression for a better fit and cooling.
Expandable mesh in main compartment for added capacity.

New harness pockets for intuitive gear placement.
Updated UltrAcool Light Mesh adds durability and breathability.

patent no. D874,733 S
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Basham
The Basham race vest is engineered from the specifications of professional ultra 
runner Amanda Basham. She had very specific requirements because the pack 
needed to be able to tackle some of the most prestigious races. The Basham’s 
defining characteristic is its incredibly small footprint which reduces weight and 
increases heat dissipation. Despite its size, it can carry up to 2 bottles as well as 
other accessories. This pack includes an UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle that can fit 
horizontally in the insulated compartment and has room for  an alternative bottle in 
the upper quick stash pocket. The quick stash pocket is built from 4-way stretch mesh 
for maximum capacity and features a magnetic closure to keep contents secure yet 
accessible. An additional quick stash pocket is featured on top of the insulated bottle 
compartment. This additional outer pocket remains functional even when the inner 
pocket is full. This pack features our new UltrAcool Light mesh. This pack’s shoulder 
straps are narrow, have on the go access pockets, and can carry a large cell phone. 
Adjustment straps provide a perfect fit. One size fits most.

UA122 - 5944 5998

Technologies: ErgoFit™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, Durable and Lightweight 
Fabrics™, Max02 System™, UltrAcool System™

Total Volume:Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors:

122 c.i. (2 L)1x UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle

Universal

6.4 oz (181 g) without bottle, 9.4 oz (266 g) with bottle

Burgundy/Cherry Tomato 

Elite Ultra Marathoner & WSER Top 5 Finisher

Bryce developing patterns for the upcoming 
Basham using Amanda’s specifications.

Amanda Basham
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Alpha 5.0
The award-winning Alpha series is the pinnacle of design, 
functionality, and comfort. Building on the ErgoFit design 
and expanding on successes of the fourth iteration, 
the Alpha 5.0 focuses on past design strengths while 
introducing new functional changes. This 6-liter race vest 
has 9 pockets accessible on the go. New cord locks on 
the Z-pole attachment allow for easier access. Updated 
magnet positioning on the passage pocket provides 
more capacity for larger items. The passage pocket 
has been updated to a nylon polyurethane coated fabric 
which keeps its contents dry. Updates to the side zipper 
pockets allow for easier access. In addition, another layer 
has been introduced which adds a quick stash pocket 
underneath the zippered pockets. The front harness bottle 
pockets are now taller allowing for a wider variety of 
bottle options. The pocket mesh has also been updated 
to a powernet mesh which gives more stretch and added 
durability. The overall body mesh has been updated to the 
UltrAcool Light Mesh for a more breathable on-the-body 
feel. Available in three sizes.

Weight:

Sizing Range:

Colors:

Volume:

9.6 oz (272 g)

SM, MD, LG 366 c.i. (6 L)

Blue/Cherry Tomato

UA132BU - 5426 59421

Technologies: ErgoFit™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, UltrAcool System™, Max02 
System™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™
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Zygos 5.0
Since the first iteration of the Zygos, tens of thousands of 
runners have utilized this high-capacity 14 liter race vest. 
The lightweight and comfortable wrap around design 
complimented by the ErgoFit Harness ensures the Zygos 
5.0 will be stable, comfortable, and hindrance free. The 
pack’s MaxO2 Form adjustable closure system secures 
and adapts to the pack’s load. This innovative system can 
conform the pack to the body using a single pull. Similar to 
the MaxO2 Sternum, this system allows the pack to remain 
secured without impeding natural breathing. Featuring 8 
on-the-go pockets, there are 2 zippered shoulder pockets, 
a dual 4-way stretch mesh pocket, a pair of stretch mesh 
pockets (one of which is zippered and suitable for carrying a 
large cell phone), a zippered side pocket, and a magnetically 
closed side pocket. The main back compartment has been 
reinforced at the stress points with XT fabric which contains 
stronger than steel ripstop fibers. This pack includes a 
2-liter reservoir that fits into the removable insulated bladder 
compartment. Available in 3 sizes to ensure a perfect fit.

UA133 - 5429 59481

Technologies: ErgoFit™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, UltrAcool System™, MaxO2 
Form™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors:

854 c.i. (14 L) 2 L Reservoir 

SM, MD, LG

13.6 oz (386 g) without reservoir, 18.24 (517 g) with reservoir

Pitch Black 

What’s New in Version 5.0

MaxO2 Form
Redesigned Harness Pockets

UltrAcool Light Mesh
Removable Insulated Bladder Sleeve
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Summit XT UA130BK - 5995 59911

Technologies: ErgoFit™, Distributed Weight™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Max02 XT System™, XT 
Mesh™, UltrAcool System™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors: 915 c.i. (15 L)

Universal

11.2 oz (318 g)

Pitch Black 

The Summit XT is a minimalist multi-use 15-liter pack. 
This pack is built with an open-air mesh which provides 
comfort and is incredibly breathable. The XT buckle 
ensures the pack remains secured during difficult upper 
body movements. This pack utilizes a bi-directional 
buckle on the waist which leverages two contact points 
to ensure a stable ride. The Summit XT can carry a 2-liter 
reservoir. The main compartment’s string compression 
keeps the pack close to the body. The aluminum toggle 
buckle can be used to secure an ice axe or trekking 
poles. An added zippered compartment within the main 
compartment helps to keep valuables safe and secure. 
The front harness features our ErgoFit design. Bottle 
pockets added to the harness ensures this vest can 
carry over 3 liters of water. The main pack body is built 
using a combination of XT Fabric for durability at the 
stress points, and 30D high tenacity nylon ripstop which 
balances weight/durability in a functional way. One size 
fits most.

Momentum 2.0
The original Momentum’s accessible rear water bottle pockets were very popular 
among our competitive athletes. The Momentum 2.0’s Fluidic holsters have taken this 
feature to the next level. These new pockets are more intuitive and easier to access 
due to the inclusion of a magnetic closure and rail-like system. This design makes 
it easy for you to reach back behind your hip and grab or stow a bottle while on the 
go. This minimalist 6 liter vest has been outfitted with UltrAcool Light Mesh which 
provides a very breathable and lightweight feel and increases pack durability. An 
upgraded shoulder pocket has been added allowing you to carry any size cell phone. 
Shock cord has been added to both front strap pockets increasing versatility among 
what gear or bottles you choose to carry. The main compartment has been modified 
to a quick stash style which allows for easier access on the go as well as increased 
capacity. The Momentum 2.0 is Z-pole compatible.

UA123 - 5954 5998

Technologies: ErgoFit™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Distributed Weight™, UltrAcool System™, Max02 
System™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:

Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 366 c.i. (6 L)

Not Included

SM, MD, LG8.0 oz (227 g)

Black/Red
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Epic XT 2.0
The Epic XT hydration backpack is the solution to anything adventure. This 
lightweight, energy-conserving, large-scale hip-leveraged pack is compatible with long 
or multi-day self supported endeavors. Built with an extremely durable fabric, the Epic 
XT can be used in a variety of ways. This pack features a 2-type fiber system that 
helps to disperse moisture during those long hot adventures. The Epic XT comes with 
a removable frame. This frame, when inside the pack, increases load carrying capacity 
or can be removed for less taxing endeavors. It features many quick stash pockets, 
and a new MaxO2 Sternum buckle system to keep the Epic XT secure during difficult 
upper body movements. One size fits most. *Blue colorway no longer available.

UA127BK - 59501 59991

Technologies: ErgoFit™, Distributed Weight™, On-The-Go Pockets™, Max02 XT System™, XT 
Mesh™, UltrAcool Sytsem™, Sweat Proof Webbing™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors: 1830 c.i. (30 L)

Universal

33 oz (935 g) with frame / 26 oz (737 g) without frame

Pitch Black 

Bryce XT
The Bryce XT hydration backpack is a new addition to the Extreme Line. The Bryce XT 
is prepared for any scenario under any condition. This reinforced wrap around style 
pack has a smooth surface to protect the contents of the pack from ground or rock 
collisions. It features many sweat proof quick stash pockets and strategically placed 
compression for a comfortable fit when loaded down.  This pack also comes with an 
insulated bladder compartment to keep fluids cool or hot for an extended period of 
time. One size fits most. *Blue colorway no longer available. 

UA118 - 5477 95451

Technologies: ErgoFit™, Distributed Weight™, On-The-Go Pockets™, MaxO2 XT System™, XT 
Mesh™, UltrAcool Sytsem™, Sweat Proof Webbing™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 915 c.i. (15 L)

Universal18 oz (510 g)

Pitch Black 
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Our waist packs have seen unprecedented amounts of attention from start to finish. A 
waist pack enhances performance with heat regulation, conserves energy due to load 
placement, and is designed to sit so stable it goes unnoticeable on the body.

An UltrAspire exclusive, the breathable 
webbing helps to keep your body cooler 
through dissipation and will not pick up 
any moisture weight as you sweat. Thin 
breathable mesh in the middle provides 
circulation while engineered Kevlar lines 
the edges for durability and absolutely no 
buckle slippage.

A major benefit of a waist pack is load 
location.  The load is positioned on the 
body’s center of gravity, the hips. This 
placement helps to stop unnecessary 
energy expenditure during the long haul. 
Balance comes from proper weight 
distribution in the front and back of the belt 
which allows for a looser and more natural 
sitting fit.

Your gear should work for you, not against 
you. The buckle is placed on the front for 
quick fastening without adjusting the pack. 
Adjustment straps that pull forward allow 
for any changes to be made on the go in a 
natural motion.

Accessibility to any and all essentials 
without missing a stride is crucial. Bottle 
placement is intuitive and can be easily 
accessed or holstered with one hand. 
All contents can be removed and refilled 
without ever taking the pack off making 
your aid station stops a breeze.

Breathable Webbing Weight Distribution

Quick Adjust Effortless Access

1

3

4

1

3

2

4

2

Plexus
The Plexus is a versatile waist pack with a larger capacity 
that gives you the option to customize your gear and 
hydration to your adventure. This pack has the capacity 
to carry any of our handheld and bottle styles in the 
front quick stash pocket or a 1 liter bladder in the main 
zippered compartment. Specifically placed compression 
allows the pack to function empty or fully loaded and 
provides a more comfortable and stable ride. Inside the 
main compartment there is a mesh expansion pocket 
to keep small items close to your body. The back of the 
main compartment features our XT Mesh which helps to 
wick and disperse moisture while preventing chafing. The 
bottom of the main compartment has been reinforced 
with a second layer of 30D fabric to strengthen the stress 
point, but also keep the pack lightweight. The front of 
this waist pack is also equipped with a functional 4-way 
stretch mesh pocket capable of carrying a large cell 
phone. In addition, it has two shock cords on the front 
attached to hypalon fabric for strength that is capable of 
carrying Z-poles, jackets, or other apparel. One size fits 
most. 

UA080 - 5943 5996

Technologies: ErgoFit Waist™, Breathable Webbing™, Weight Distribution™, Durable and Light 
Weight Fabrics™, Quick Adjust™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 244 c.i. (4 L)

28” - 40”6.4 oz (181 g)

 Burgundy/Cherry Tomato 
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Element
The Element is a new addition to the ErgoFit Waist Collection. Designed to carry 
essentials in the most intuitive way, this pack features 4 compartments to store gear. 
It has a large zippered compartment with a gusset that can carry an UltrAspire 500 
ml SoftFlask. The belt features an internal sweat-proof pocket behind the zippered 
compartment that is capable of carrying a large cell phone. It has an additional 
zippered pocket on the right side, and an open storage pocket on the left side for 
more rapid access items. The conical shape tapers upward to ensure it’s stable and 
comfortable whether you wear it high on the waist or low on the hips. The buckle is a 
molded plastic designed to grip the webbing and not slip and features an aluminum 
shell for durability and closure strength. One size fits most.

UA082 - 9461 5923

Technologies: ErgoFit Waist™, Distributed Weight™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 61 c.i. (1 L)

28” - 40”3.2 oz (91 g)

 Pitch Black 
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Speedgoat 3.0
The Speedogoat 3.0 is Karl Meltzer’s signature long distance waist pack. The 
Speedgoat 3.0 is designed for stability and easy access. This pack helps to keep the 
weight near your center of gravity allowing you to handle technical trails and conserve 
energy during longer endeavors. This pack comes with 2 UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle. 
These bottles are simple, intuitive, and the holsters provide easy access on the go. 
The newly designed holsters are constructed to sit nicely on the back of the hips 
out of the way of the arm swing but close enough to access them on the go. Both 
holsters are insulated to keep fluids colder longer. The holsters are designed with 
a mechanical locking system to prevent launching but still allow easy access. The 
bottle sits securely in the belt with the weight close to the body providing the most 
stable two-bottle pack on the market. In addition to hydration holsters, this pack is 
equipped with a 4-way stretch mesh zippered pocket to hold items you may need 
later. For items you need more frequently, each holster also has a quick stash pocket 
for rapid access. The front of this waist pack is also equipped with a functional 4-way 
stretch mesh pocket capable of carrying a large cell phone and Z-pole attachments to 
quickly access or stow trekking poles on the go. One size fits most. 

UA205 - 5964 5998

Technologies: ErgoFit Waist™, Breathable Webbing™, Weight Distribution™, Durable and Light 
Weight Fabrics™, Quick Adjust™, On-The-Go Pockets™

Total Volume:Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors:

107 c.i. (1.75 L)2x UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle

28” - 40”

8.8 oz (249 g) without bottles, 14.8 oz(420 g) with bottles

 Burgundy/Cherry Tomato 

Winningest 100 Mile Runner on Earth

Bryce and Karl working on the 
holsters of the Speedgoat 3.0

Karl Meltzer
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Synaptic 2.0
The Synaptic 2.0 waist pack is highly versatile and ideal 
for most training runs and races. The versatility comes 
from access to all compartments without taking the 
belt off. This pack provides the ability to carry hydration, 
nutrition, home essentials, and is equipped with Z-pole 
attachments all while remaining very lightweight when 
loaded down. The original Synaptic was Ultrarunning 
Magazine’s Top Pick for stability; the Synaptic 2.0 
features the same weight distribution ratio and conical 
shape with upgraded functionality. This pack comes with 
an UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle in the holster. This bottle 
is simple, intuitive, and the construction allows for easy 
access to remove or holster the bottle on the go allowing 
for a more regulated hydration schedule. This pack 
features a mesh zippered pocket and additional quick 
stash pocket on the side of the holster. The front 4-way 
stretch mesh pocket has capacity for a large cell phone 
but remains flat even when fully loaded. Shock cord 
attachments on the front give you carrying options for 
Z-poles or layers of clothing you want to carry with you. 
One size fits most. 

UA204 - 5233 5995

Technologies: ErgoFit Waist™, Breathable Webbing™, Weight Distribution™, Durable and Light 
Weight Fabrics™, Quick Adjust™, On-The-Go Pockets™

Total Volume:Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:

Weight:

Colors:

52 c.i. (0.85 L)1x UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle

28” - 40”

6.4 oz (181 g) without bottle, 9.4 oz (266 g) with bottle

 Burgundy/Cherry Tomato 

Essential Bottle Pack
The Essential Bottle Pack is a road runner’s dream hydration waist pack. This water 
belt comes standard with a 550 mL UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle in the mesh pocket. 
It can hold your large cell phone and comes with a bungee cord for a jacket or shirt. 
The Essential Bottle Pack is made with a conical shape that allows for a comfortable 
fit and a bounce free ride. Adjustable strap allows for one size to fit most.

UA202 - 5781 5943

Technologies: ErgoFit Waist™, Weight Distribution™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:

Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 128 c.i. (2 L)

1 x 550 mL UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle

28” - 40”5.6 oz (159 g) with bottle

Pitch Black 
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The Fitted Race Belt 2.0 is a versatile waist pack that provides functional carrying 
capacity while remaining subtle on the body. This belt uses a fabric that is 80% 
Nylon which adds extra durability, and 20% Spandex for stretch and a strong rebound 
to better hold contents in place while fully loaded. This belt comes with 3 storage 
pockets. For versatility, added bar tacks on the main pocket allow contents to be 
divided and organized, but gives you potential to carry larger items by combining that 
pocket into 1 larger pocket. The ErgoFit Waist design allows for balance and stability 
no matter the load size and comfort over the long haul. The Fitted Race Belt 2.0 can 
easily carry your cell phone, nutrition, hydration, and comes with a side zippered 
pocket for your wallet, keys, and any other important items. It is also equpped to carry 
a race number. Shock cords allow the pack to carry a jacket and z-poles. This belt 
comes in 5 sizes to ensure a perfect fit.

Fitted Race Belt 2.0 UA081 - 9461 5923

Technologies: ErgoFit Waist™, Distributed Weight™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™

Total Volume:

Fluid Capacity:

Sizing Range:Weight:

Colors: 61 c.i. (1 L)

Not Included

XS, SM, MD, LG, XL2.4 oz (68 g)

Pitch Black 
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Fluid Capacity:

Total Volume:

Weight:

Colors:

Human 20 oz bottle

24 c.i. (0.4 L)

3.2 oz (91 g)

Emerald Blue 

Iso Pocket 3.0
The Iso Pocket 3.0 handheld is built for stability. 
Utilizing the traditional way to carry a bottle, the balance 
points help to keep the bottle secure. The securing 
strap features the XT Mesh to help wick and evaporate 
moisture effectively. The unique compression system 
is easily adjustable and ensures a perfect fit on the left 
or right hand. The zippered pocket is made from 4-way 
stretch mesh to allow expansion to carry essentials. 
Designed to be ergonomic, the angled neck provides 
easier access to fluids. The bottle is made from an FDA 
approved low density polyethylene for a softer feel and 
easier squeeze.

UA089 - 5941 5992

Handhelds
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550 Race Handheld
The 550 Race Handheld provides natural conformation to your hand. It includes our 
UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle. Super light weight and squeezable.

UA097 - 059 5981

Fluid Capacity:Weight:

Colors:

1 x 550 mL UltraFlask2.4 oz (68 g)

Blue/Gray 

Iso Versa 2.0
The Iso Versa 2.0 handheld is a natural and comfortable way to carry your fluids with 
no gripping necessary. This handheld is equipped with a simple to use SR buckle 
that keeps the bottle in place. The hand strap features our Ultra Light Mesh for a 
comfortable and lightweight fit. The Iso Versa 2.0 now has dual sided adjustment to 
help fit the left or right hand perfectly. This handheld can be pushed up on the wrist or 
arm to run with poles or bring the weight closer to the body for energy conservation 
and efficiency. 

UA099 - 6431 5942

Weight:

Colors:

Fluid Capacity: 1 x 20 oz Human bottle3.6 oz (102g)

Blue/Gray 
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F250 2.0 Handheld
The F250 2.0 Handheld makes carrying your nutrition or hydration a breeze. This handheld 
is built out of our layered dual-action XT Mesh which wicks moisture away from your skin 
and cools you as it evaporates. This bottle dispenses gels or home mixtures easily with 
a round large flow seamless shape. The silicone bottle is stain resistant, taste free, and 
odor free.

UA088 - 5401 5991

Fluid Capacity:Weight:

Colors:

1 x 250 mL Formula 2502.5 oz (71 g)

Emerald Blue 
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Conical shape, Fatigue Free 
buckles, and limited stretch 
elastic ensure a snug and 
stable fit which promotes 
a healthy and natural 
breathing pattern.

Like daylight. Let your 
eyes roam freely without 
adjusting between light and 
dark areas. Even lighting 
eliminates headaches and 
tunnel vision.

Proportional weight 
distribution combined with 
our conical belt shape 
create a balanced load and 
a no-bounce ride.

Lightweight components 
and materials create 
an almost unnoticeable 
on-the-body feel without 
compromising durability.

Sturdy construction and 
aircraft grade aluminum 
provide better durability 
and improved hot and cold 
tolerance while reducing 
overall weight.

Intuitive settings, large 
buttons, and quick release 
buckles. Easy operation for 
fatigued minds in extreme 
circumstances.

Prevents eye fatigue by 
maintaining a steady lumen 
output that does not dim 
until the battery is very low.

Easily adjust up, straight, or 
down to suit your terrain. 
Illuminate your path while 
keeping your head and body 
in a natural running position.

Heat dispersing fins 
mounted in and around the 
light passively dissipate 
heat, keeping the light cool 
and efficient during heavy 
use.

1
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7
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2
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UltrAspire 3D Waist Lights Create Visible Shadows

2D Head-Mounted Light
No Visible Shadows

UltrAspire 3D Waist Light
Visible Shadows

UltrAspire 3D Lighting® creates visible 
shadows, giving you a better sense of depth 

and a clearer understanding of 3D space.

“Having just recently tried the waist lights from UltrAspire, it’s fair to say, running at night with one of 
these is like running during the day. They are awesome. No more bounce, they cast shadows because 
of the position, and the battery is strong all night... just sayin.’”

- UltrAspire Elite Karl “The Speedgoat” Meltzer, the winningest 100 miler on the planet
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Lumen 50S
The Lumen 50S is a hands-free wrist-mounted light. It has three modes: solid, 
blinking, and red blinking. It has an adjustable hinge which allows you to lay it flat 
against your wrist or stand it up at a 90 degree angle. The band can also be adjusted 
to be worn around your ankle. This small multifunctional light can be used as a piece 
of safety gear and as a secondary light to aid your vision.

Lumen Clip 180
The Lumen Clip 180 can be used in any scenario. Its strong magnetic clip attaches to 
any piece of apparel, and it can also attach to metallic surfaces. Its soft silicone body 
ensures that it won’t leave any scratches. The 180 lumen LED COB light emits soft 
even lighting across a 180 degree span. It has four modes: high, medium, low, and 
blinking. It has a rechargeable battery and includes a charging cable.

Technologies

Weight: Sizing Range:

Colors:

Low Weight™, Fatigue Free™, PerfectAngle™

.9 oz (26g) 5” - 11”

Black/Blue

Technologies

Weight:Burn Time

Burn Time

Colors:

Low Weight™, Fatigue Free™, Widebeam™

1.8 oz (51g)1.5 - 8 hours

20 hours

Pitch Black

UA521 - 599 5991

UA522 - 5941 5992

Lumen 200 Waist Light
The Lumen 200 waist light is the entry piece for UltrAspire 3D Lighting®. This 200 
lumen waist-mounted light casts shadows across uneven surfaces giving you a 
clearer understanding of your terrain. The belt’s conical shape provides comfort and 
stability, and its quick release SR buckle is secure and easy to use. The Lumen 200 
waist light also comes with multiple safety features including reflective materials, a 
blinking mode, and a separate red blinking light on the back. This economical light 
comes with a rechargeable battery and USB charging cable.

UA523 - 5213 5995

Technologies:

Burn Time:Weight:

Sizing Range:Colors:

Low Weight™, Stable Ride™, Fatigue Free™, PerfectAngle™

5 - 20 hours2.9 oz (82g)

22” - 42”Black/Blue
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Lumen 400z Waist Light
The Lumen 400z waist light features UltrAspire 3D Lighting® which casts shadows 
across uneven surfaces giving you a better understanding of your terrain. This light 
produces 400 lumens, can be tilted up and down, and is adjustable between spot and 
flood lighting giving you plenty of versatility. The large button lets you easily adjust 
between high, medium, low, and blinking settings. The Lumen 400z includes a sweat 
proof pocket that can hold a large cell phone or any other essentials. In addition to 
its active lighting, the Lumen 400z comes with plenty of passive lighting including 
reflective hits on the back as well as a blinking safety light. This waist light includes 
one of our UltrAspire rechargeable 18650 batteries and features a USB charging port. 
Includes a USB charging cable.

UA524 - 5995 59911

Technologies

Burn Time:

Weight:

Sizing Range:

Colors:

Volume:

Low Weight™, Steady Beam™, Stable Ride™, Fatigue Free™, AutoCool™, 
Widebeam™, EnduraLight™, PerfectAngle™

6 - 15 hours

7.1 oz (201g)

26” - 44” 61 c.i. (1L)

Black/Blue

Lumen 300 Sidekick
The Lumen 300 Sidekick is the perfect secondary light to your UltrAspire 3D Lighting® 
setup. This light features a zooming lens allowing you to toggle between spot or 
flood at outputs of 300, 105, and 62 lumens. You can also activate red or red blinking 
on this light. This light comes with Steadybeam to ensure your lumen output holds 
strong for the life of the battery. Another feature of this light is the built in sensors 
allowing you the option to turn on/off the light by moving your hand in front of the 
unit, this feature can be left off if you so choose. The body of the light is built from a 
polycarbonate material for durability. The Lumen 300 Sidekick houses a rechargeable 
battery and includes a charging cable.

UA537 - 5991 5993

Technologies:

Burn Time:Weight:

Sizing Range:Colors:

Steady Beam™, Low Weight™, Fatigue Free™, PerfectAngle™

4 - 13 hours2.6 oz (74g)

21” - 24.5”Black/Gray
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Lumen 800 Multisport
The Lumen 800 Multisport is perfect for an adventurer who does it all. The light has 2 
spot cones that create a wide angle and project a more focused beam further ahead 
of you for fast paced adventures. This light features UltrAspire 3D Lighting® which 
casts shadows across uneven surfaces giving you a better understanding of your 
terrain. This light features our Race Fit which is a fatigue-free buckle system. The 
light itself can be removed from the belt and attached to the included UltrAspire bike 
bracket and will mount onto 31.8mm and 35mm handlebars. It can also be attached 
to our headlamp band giving the Multisport a wide range of versatility. The high, 
medium, low, and blinking settings allow you perfect control. This light includes one 
of our UltrAspire rechargeable 18650 batteries and features a USB charging port. 
Includes a USB charging cable.

UA527 - 5999 59991

Technologies:

Burn Time:Weight:

Sizing Range:Colors:

Race Fit™, Low Weight™, Steady Beam™, Stable Ride™, Fatigue Free™, 
AutoCool™, Widebeam™, EnduraLight™, PerfectAngle™

4 - 8 hours5.8 oz (164g)

26” - 38”Black/Red

Lumen 600 3.0 Waist Light

The award winning Lumen 600 2.0 waist light has been upgraded to a 3.0 version. 
This patent pending light features UltrAspire 3D Lighting® which casts shadows 
across uneven surfaces giving you a better understanding of your terrain. It has 
a wide flood cone that provides 600 lumens of Steady Beam even lighting for the 
most natural running experience out of any light. The Lumen 600 3.0 comes with a 
removable pocket, add the pocket to carry extra essentials such as a phone or food or 
remove the pocket for a more minimalist feel. This light features our Race Fit which 
is a fatigue-free buckle system allowing you to easily undo the buckle, and a conical 
belt which is made of limited-stretch elastic providing a more comfortable and natural 
breathing pattern. This waist light includes one of our UltrAspire rechargeable 18650 
batteries and features a USB charging port. Includes a USB charging cable.

UA525 - 5997 59951

Technologies

Burn Time:

Weight:

Sizing Range:

Colors:

Volume:

Race Fit™, Low Weight™, Steady Beam™, Stable Ride™, Fatigue Free™, 
AutoCool™, Widebeam™, EnduraLight™, PerfectAngle™

4 - 10 hours

4.1 oz (116 g) without pocket, 7 oz (198g) with pocket

26” - 38” 61 c.i. (1L)

Black/Red

patent no. D884,238 S
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What’s New in Version 2.0
New Heat Dispersing Fins
Easily Accessible Button

Reinforced Wiring

Lumen 800 Ultra 2.0

This light is the new iteration to our ISPO award-winning Lumen 800 Ultra. The Lumen 
800 Ultra 2.0 provides the ultimate UltrAspire 3D Lighting® experience; it’s like 
turning on the sun. This light features an 800, 500, Steady Beam, 200 Steady Beam, 
and blinking light setting. This patented light is powered by an aluminum battery 
pack which holds two UltrAspire 18650 batteries. It can also use any USB power 
bank. An extension cord is included which allows you to take the battery pack off of 
your waist and carry it in your pack if you so choose. The wiring entry points have 
been reinforced for durability. A large button has been added allowing for easy on/
off setting. Heat dispersing fins have been added as well as a glass lens for better 
durability during extended use. This light features our Race Fit which is a fatigue-free 
buckle system. The Lumen 800 Ultra 2.0 includes all necessary adapting cords, a 
battery charger, and 2 batteries.

UA538BK - 59501 59991

Technologies

Burn Time:

Weight:

Sizing Range:Colors:

Race Fit™, Low Weight™, Steady Beam™, Stable Ride™, Fatigue Free™, 
AutoCool™, Widebeam™, EnduraLight™

4 - 8 hours

3.7 oz (106 g) without battery pack, 9.8 oz (258 g) with battery pack

26” - 42”Black/Red

patent no. 10,816,187 B2
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Bottles and Accessories

Human 20 2.0
This bottle is built for human ergonomics and efficiency. Designed to fit nicely in the 
human hand with a shape designed to aid filling, usage and delivery—from fountain or 
stream—to the last drop, no head tilting required. Keep your eyes on the trail where they 
belong.

UA806 - 005 0001

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

 20 fl. oz (591 mL)

2.6 oz (74 g)

Blue
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C2 Cup
Responsible, portable, collapsible, re-useable, heat 
tolerant, clean and kind to the earth sends a message that 
you are aware and you care. This is the C2 Cup.

UA025 - 004 008

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

7 fl. oz (236.5 mL)

0.6 oz (18 g)

Luminous Blue 

Protect Your Trails
with the Kindest Cup on Earth

#GoCupless

You can #GoCupless, too.

Here Are A Few Races We’ve Partnered With

Stop wasting paper and plastic cups.

The world is producing 300 million tons of plastic each year. 50% of this 
plastic is estimated to be used only once and thrown away.

The C2 Cup is collapsible, reusable, and environmentally friendly.

 Reinforced ridges    Stands up on its own    100% silicone 

 Taste and odor free    Dishwasher safe
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Lumen Ally
The Lumen Ally allows you to combine our Lumen and waist belt products. This waist 
belt attachment is perfect for anyone wishing to use a Lumen light and carry a water 
bottle on their waist at the same time. Like all packs in the waist pack line, the Lumen 
Ally features our breathable webbing which allows moisture to evaporate and will not 
slip once adjusted to fit. This piece also utilizes a stretchy mesh pocket behind the 
light adapter giving you capacity for a cell phone, energy foods, backup batteries, or 
other small essentials. A pocket located below the light can house an extra battery. 
The Lumen Ally allows you to run with speed and confidence like you would during the 
day while also carrying your preferred hydration. Light not included.

Compatible Lumens: Lumen 400z, Lumen 600 3.0, and Lumen 800 Multisport.

Compatible Waist Belts: Synaptic 2.0, Speedgoat 3.0, and Plexus.

Technologies

Weight: Colors:

ErgoFit Waist™, Breathable Webbing™, Durable and Light Weight Fabrics™, On-
The-Go Pockets™

1.4 oz (40g)  Burgundy/Cherry Tomato 

UA536 - 5951 5992

Combine the Lumen Ally with your favorite compatible waist belt 

and waist light to create your own hydration waist light. 

Build Your Own
Hydration Waist Light

Mix and Match Any of These Products

AllyLumen

+ +

++ =

Waist Belt

Lumen 400z

Lumen 600 3.0

Lumen 800 Multisport

Lumen Ally

Synaptic 2.0

Speedgoat 3.0

Plexus
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1L Reservoir 2.0
The 1L Reservoir 2.0 is made from an FDA approved 
Polyurethane material. This BPA free material allows 
the reservoir to be flexible and puncture resistant. The 
UltraRed TM hose connects/disconnects quickly and 
features a high flow bite valve. The top slider allows the 
bladder to filled easier and hold more water. For cleaning 
and drying, the top slider also allows the reservoir to 
be turned inside out. RF welds mold the polyurethane 
together as if it were one piece to prevent any leaks.

UA035 - 5991 5963

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

1 L (35 fl. oz)

4.0 oz (113 g)

Clear

XT Bottle
The XT Bottle is a 750mL lifestyle bottle. The aggressive 
thread cap creates a leak proof seal. The threads slope 
downward on the top and remain flat on the bottom so 
when the cap is in place there is no room for flex. The 
Tritan material improves durability and is also BPA free. 
The cap is made with a stainless steel cover which helps 
to shockproof the bottle from drop damage. The bottle 
itself has an oval shape with textured surfaces on each 
side which allows for a more natural and effortless grip. 
This unique bottle shape ensures the XT Bottle sits more 
comfortably against your body while in vest side pockets. 

UA810 - 596 5931

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

25 fl. oz (750 mL)

6.4 oz (181 g)

Blue

2L Reservoir 2.0

Formula 250

The 2L Reservoir 2.0 is made from an FDA approved 
Polyurethane material. This BPA free material allows 
the reservoir to be flexible and puncture resistant. The 
UltraRed TM hose connects/disconnects quickly and 
features a high flow bite valve. The top slider allows the 
bladder to filled easier and hold more water. For cleaning 
and drying, the top slider also allows the reservoir to 
be turned inside out. RF welds mold the polyurethane 
together as if it were one piece to prevent any leaks.

Performance depends on the intake of fuel and every 
body is unique requiring different recipes. Whatever your 
secret mix the Formula 250 will carry it. With a large 
flow and flip top cap combination, this dishwasher safe, 
silicone bottle is perfect for water, energy drinks, gels or 
real food. The silicone material is durable, flexible, stain-
resistant, taste and odor free. Use the bottom loop for 
hanging upside down to dry or attaching to gear. Shaped 
for quick easy stowage in and out of a race vest pocket 
and the rounded tear-dropped shape also makes it easier 
to clean and to use all the fuel inside. Collapses tiny when 
empty. Seamless design is easier to clean—and enables 
every drop of the contents to be efficiently dispensed.

UA036 - 5912 5993

UA098 - 597 5951

Fluid Capacity:

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Weight:

Colors:

Colors:

250 mL

2 L (70 fl. oz)

2 oz (57 g)

4.4 oz (125 g)

Luminous Blue 

Clear
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500 mL Softflask w/ Bite Cap
This collapsible SoftFlask carries 500mL of fluid. The 
unique shape allows this SoftFlask to slide easily in and 
out of a hydration pocket. Comes with a larger diameter 
top to fit ice cubes and keep fluids cool. Perfect to 
combine with the 300ML SoftFlask to carry more fluid 
or electrolytes if needed. Features a Silicon Sheath Bite 
Valve.

UA033 - 5211 5912

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

500 mL (17 fl. oz)

1.3 oz (36 g)

Clear

UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle
The UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle has all the benefits of a 
softflask but with the conveniences of a hard bottle. The 
bottle is designed to sit as close to the body as possible 
to minimize movement when full.  The soft-body shape 
helps with rapid access, comfort, and squeeze.  The large 
cap opening easily fits ice cubes and is covered by a high 
flow push/pull valve. Bottle made in the USA.

UA809 - 057 9941

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

550 mL (18.6 fl. oz)

1.7 oz (49 g)

Pearl, Luminous Blue , Lime

500 mL Softflask 
with Straw & Bite Valve
This collapsible SoftFlask carries 500mL of fluid. The 
unique shape allows it to slide easily in and out of a 
hydration pocket. The stem straw allows for fluid delivery 
from a chest pocket without removing the bottle. Comes 
with a large diameter top to fit ice cubes and keep fluids 
cool. Combine with a Mag Clip to keep the straw secure 
during bumpy rides. Features a Phaser Bite Valve.

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

500 mL (17 fl. oz)

1.9 oz (55 g)

Clear

UA034 - 5921 5942

300 mL Softflask w/ Bite Cap
This collapsible SoftFlask carries 300mL of fluid. The 
unique shape allows this SoftFlask to slide easily in and 
out of a hydration pocket. Comes with a larger diameter 
top to fit ice cubes and keep fluids cool. Features a Silicon 
Sheath Bite Valve.

UA032 - 5701 5991

Fluid Capacity:

Weight:

Colors:

300 mL (10 fl. oz)

1.1 oz (31 g)

Clear
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18650 Battery

Charger

The UltrAspire 18650 Battery has 3400 mAh and is built 
for low amperage output to ensure your Lumen has the 
optimal power source and the best performance on the 
road or trail.

Charges multiple 18650 batteries at once very quickly. 
Shows battery life and charge percentage on flashing bar 
display. Half amperage input switch gives the ability to 
trickle charge your battery for longer.

UA530 - 546 5921

UA529 - 599 5991 Mag Clip
Here is a fix that easily solves hunting or swinging around 
for a valve—just drop it close to the opposing pull and the 
magnet attraction will keep you free of distraction. This is 
the Mag Clip.

UA031BK - 522 005

Small Push Pull Cap
This cap fits our UltraFlask 550 Hybrid Bottle and comes 
with a strong thread pattern to help prevent leaks. A high 
flow push/pull valve allows for easy hydration access 
while on the go.

UA01CAP - 001 002
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PRODUCT HYDRATION SIZES COLOR WEIGHT CAPACITY

ERGOFIT
NEON Not Included Universal Black / Lime 2.8 oz (79 g) 31 c.i. (0.5 L)

NUCLEUS 550 mL UltraFlask Universal Ice Blue 7.2 oz (204 g) with bottle, 4.8 oz (136 g) 
without bottle

305 c.i. (5 L)

SPRY 3.0 Not Included Universal Blue / Lime 6.4 oz (181 g) 214 c.i. (3.5 L)

LEGACY 2.0 Not Included Universal Pitch Black 11.2 oz (318 g) 610 c.i. (10 L)

ASTRAL 4.0 1 x 2 L Reservoir Universal Mint Chip 13.6 oz (386 g) 549 c.i. (9 L)

MOMENTUM 2.0 Not Included SM (26”- 35”), MD (32”-38”), LG (38”- 46”) Black/Red 8.0 oz (227 g) 336 c.i. (6 L)

BASHAM 550 mL UltraFlask Universal Burgundy / Cherry Tomato 9.4 oz (266 g) with bottle 122 c.i. (2 L)

ALPHA 5.0 Not Included SM (31”-36”), MD (34”-39”), LG (37”-42”) Blue / Cherry Tomato 9.6 oz (272 g) 366 c.i. (6 L)

ZYGOS 5.0 Not Included SM (30”-36”), MD (32”-38”), LG (34”-42”) Pitch Black 13.6 oz (386 g) without reservoir, 18.24 
(517 g) with reservoir

854 c.i. (14 L)

SUMMIT XT Not Included Universal Black / White 11.2 oz (318 g) 915 c.i. (15 L)

EPIC XT 2.0 Not Included Universal Pitch Black 33 oz (935 g) with frame, 26 oz (737 g) 
without frame

1830 c.i. (30 L)

BRYCE XT Not Included Universal Pitch Black 18 oz (510 g) 915 c.i. (15 L)

ERGOFIT WAIST
ELEMENT Not Included 28” - 40” Pitch Black 3.2 oz (91 g) 61 c.i. (1 L)

PLEXUS Not Included 28” - 40” Burgundy / Cherry Tomato 6.4 oz (181 g) 244 c.i. (4 L)

SPEEDGOAT 3.0 2 UltraFlask Hybrid 
Bottles

28” - 40” Burgundy / Cherry Tomato 14.8 oz (420 g) with 2 bottles 107 c.i. (1.75 L)

SYNAPTIC 2.0 UltraFlask Hybrid 
Bottle

28” - 40” Burgundy / Cherry Tomato 9.4 oz (266 g) with bottle 52 c.i. (.85 L)

FITTED RACE BELT 2.0 Not Included XS (25”-27”), SM (28”-30”),
MD (31”-33”), LG (34”-36”), XL (37”-39”)

Pitch Black 2.4 oz (68 g) 61 c.i. (1 L)

ESSENTIAL BOTTLE PACK 550 mL UltraFlask 28” - 40” Ultra Violet, Pitch Black 5.6 oz (159 g) 128 c.i. (2 L)

3D LIGHTING
LUMEN 50S Not Included 5”- 11” Black / Blue .9 oz (26 g) n/a

LUMEN CLIP 180 Not Included n/a Pitch Black 1.8 oz (51 g) n/a

LUMEN 200 WAIST LIGHT Not Included 22” - 42” Black/Blue 2.9 oz (82 g) n/a

LUMEN 300 SIDEKICK Not Included 21” - 24.5” Black/Gray 2.6 oz (74 g) n/a

LUMEN 400Z WAIST LIGHT Not Included 26” - 44” Black/Blue 7.1 oz (201 g) 61 c.i. (1 L)

LUMEN 600 3.0 WAIST LIGHT Not Included 26” - 38” Black/Red 7 oz (198 g) with pocket 61 c.i. (1 L)

LUMEN 800 MULTISPORT Not Included 26” - 38” Black/Red 5.8 oz (164 g) n/a

LUMEN 800 ULTRA 2.0 Not Included 26” - 42” Black/Red 3.7 oz (106 g) without battery pack, 9.8 oz 
(258 g) with battery pack

n/a
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(888) 346-0608  www.ultraspire.com


